
 
 

‘WHEN CALLS THE HEART: THE GREATEST CHRISTMAS BLESSING’ 
Synopsis 

 
As Christmas approaches in Hope Valley, a newly widowed Elizabeth Thornton (Erin Krakow) 
prepares for the birth of her baby while Abigail Stanton (Lori Loughlin) readies for the town’s 
Christmas gathering.  Everyone in town plans to contribute food to the annual celebration, 
including Bill Avery (Jack Wagner), who struggles to recreate his mother’s figgy pudding. 
 
Two sisters arrive in Hope Valley with children they are transporting to their new orphanage.  
The sisters, once orphans themselves, are stranded in Hope Valley for Christmas after their 
wagon breaks down.  Abigail, Rosemary Coulter (Pascale Hutton) and Lee Coulter (Kavan 
Smith) take the visitors into their homes, and the rest of the town makes efforts to make them 
feel welcome.  Even the children pitch in to make the orphans’ Christmas special, sacrificing 
their own Christmas wish lists and donating some of their favorite toys.  Bill, however, is 
suspicious of these newcomers, and decides to investigate. 
 
After putting off preparing for the baby, Elizabeth finally admits to Abigail that she is 
overwhelmed, and dreads putting together the nursery without Jack.  Abigail, Rosemary, 
Florence (Loretta Walsh), and Molly (Johannah Newmarch) rise to the occasion to help, and a 
grateful Elizabeth is touched by their support.  Meanwhile, Jesse (Aren Buchholz) scrambles to 
pull together a black-tie ensemble to wear when he takes Clara (Eva Bourne) to see the 
Nutcracker. 
 
One of the orphans, Millie, is unable to speak, but when Dr. Carson Shepherd (Paul Greene) 
examines her he believes it to be psychological.  Millie takes a liking to Gowen (Martin 
Cummins) who, in an uncharacteristically warm gesture, reads to her.  However, Bill’s 
investigation reveals that Millie was taken from a different orphanage, having snuck out to stay 
with her sister.  Bill is supposed to return her right away but instead decides to wait until after 
Christmas.  However, when the director of Millie’s former orphanage arrives to take her – and 
separate her from her sister – Bill is faced with a difficult decision.  Not wanting to separate 
sisters, especially on Christmas, he and the townspeople try to figure out a way to keep them 
together. 
 
Elizabeth, Abigail and Rosemary head to Benson Hills to pick up a roast for Christmas Eve and a 
stroller for Elizabeth.  Suddenly, the three women are driven off the road by a snowstorm.  
When Bill, Lee and Carson realize the trio is stranded in the storm, they head out on horseback 
to help.  Hope Valley must rely on the courage of some of its strongest women, and the 
Christmas spirit, to guide them to a safe and happy holiday. 
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